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Chapter 3
Exploring the multiple birth hypothesis:

a likelihood for crowded phylogenies
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3. LIKELIHOOD FORMULA FOR THE MULTIPLE-BIRTHS AND DEATH MODEL

Abstract

One of the main goals of evolutionary biologists is to understand the tempo
and mode of diversification processes, which can span time intervals of millions
of years. In recent years a wide variety of diversification models have been de-
veloped, and the corresponding likelihood of a phylogenetic tree derived and im-
plemented to infer rates of diversification from empirical phylogenies. However,
these models assume that only one event can happen at any one time, whereas
simultaneous speciation in multiple lineages may be triggered by the same event.
This mechanism has been referred to as a species pump and may explain explo-
sive radiations such as those of cichlids in African rift lakes. Here we introduce a
model that allows multiple species to speciate simultaneously when triggered by a
clade-wide environmental change, and call it the multiple-births and death (MBD)
model. We derive the likelihood of the MBD model given a phylogeny of extant
species and evaluate the performance of maximum likelihood inference on a set
of simulated phylogenies. We find that we can recover the generating parameters
reasonably well. We show that comparing the performance of MBD to simple BD
models using standard model selection tools is not trivial and we present a new
metric, the Distance to the Nearest Branching Time (DNBT) to detect evidence
for MBD. We apply it to the radiation of cichlids in Lake Tanganyika and find
strong evidence for MBD. This suggests that species pump dynamics has played
a major role in cichlid diversification.
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3.1. Introduction

3.1 Introduction

Phylogenetic trees have long intrigued evolutionary biologists, not only be-
cause they show the evolutionary relatedness between different species, but also
because they may contain information on the processes by which the astonishing
species diversity that we still experience today has arisen.

Various diversification models have been developed and confronted to the
many molecular phylogenies that have become available over the last decades.
The standard birth-death model (Nee, May, and Harvey, 1994; Kendall, 1948a)
assumes that speciation and extinction rates are constant over time, but many vari-
ations have been proposed, such as models where speciation and/or extinction
are time-dependent (Nee, May, and Harvey, 1994), diversity-dependent (Etienne
et al., 2012), environment-dependent (Condamine, Rolland, and Morlon, 2013),
trait-dependent (Maddison, Midford, and Otto, 2007; FitzJohn, 2012; FitzJohn,
2010; Beaulieu and O’Meara, 2016; Herrera-Alsina, Els, and Etienne, 2019) or
age-dependent (Hagen et al., 2018) or where speciation is protracted (Etienne,
Morlon, and Lambert, 2014; Lambert, Morlon, and Etienne, 2015). Furthermore,
models have been developed that allow for non-homogeneous paces of diversifi-
cation across a phylogeny, accounting for clade-wide (Stadler, 2011) or single-
lineage shifts in diversification regimes (Rabosky, 2014; Laudanno et al., 2020).

Despite the fact that so many available models allow us to explore a plethora
of different hypotheses, they all share a common key characteristic: they assume
that speciation occurs at different, distinct points in time. This assumption may
however be violated when multiple speciation events take place simultaneously
and repeatedly when populations are intermittently disconnected and connected,
for example due to climatic fluctuations. This has been called the species pump
hypothesis (Jetz, Rahbek, and Colwell, 2004; Haffer, 1969; Sedano and Burns,
2010; Janzen and Etienne, 2016) and has been invoked in mountainous areas that
underwent glaciation (Muellner-Riehl et al., 2019), but also in explaining the ra-
diation of cichlid fish in the African rift lakes undergoing water level changes
(Verheyen et al., 1996; Turner et al., 2001; Sturmbauer et al., 2001; Janzen et
al., 2017). The species pump hypothesis argues that geographical isolation drives
speciation (Wagner, Harmon, and Seehausen, 2012). Indeed, African rift lakes
have been subject to cyclical water level changes across time (Cohen et al., 1997;
Alin and Cohen, 2003). Such water level fluctuations can promote speciation by
creating several isolated pools (Aguilée, Lambert, and Claessen, 2011; Aguilée,
Claessen, and Lambert, 2013) thereby strongly reducing gene flow (Glor et al.,
2004). In such scenarios drift alone can cause divergence between populations in
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3. LIKELIHOOD FORMULA FOR THE MULTIPLE-BIRTHS AND DEATH MODEL

different pools and thereby initiate speciation (Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2015).
This divergence starts at the same time in the species occupying the pools, thereby
synchronizing the branching times in their molecular phylogenies. When the wa-
ter level rises again, all species come in secondary contact and reinforcement may
conclude the speciation process. At the next water level drop, the process can
repeat itself. As a natural consequence of these dynamics, the species pump can
increase the speed at which phylogenies become populated with newly formed
species (Esquerré et al., 2019).

Here we present a model, the multiple-births and death (MBD) model, which
takes into account the possibility of such simultaneous events. We derive a likeli-
hood for this model given a phylogenetic tree of extant species. We show, using
simulated trees, that we can infer the diversification parameters using maximum
likelihood, and thus estimate, in principle, the impact of the environmentally-
driven large scale events. However, there are two hurdles in this inference proce-
dure. First, to gain support for the species pump hypothesis we need to be able
to compare the model to standard models without synchronous speciation events.
Second, the reconstruction of empirical phylogenies assumes a negligible proba-
bility for synchronous speciation events and therefore do not contain such events.
To solve both issues we introduce a new metric that can detect the occurrence of
synchronous events by measuring the clustering of branching events.

We apply this metric to cichlid fish in lake Tanganyika, which is known for
its historical fluctuations in water level, and we find strong support for the species
pump hypothesis.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Model

The model we introduce belongs to the family of stochastic birth-death (BD)
models. It assumes that each species is indistinguishable from each other and
allows 3 possible events to occur:

• (single) speciation, with per-species rate λ ;

• extinction, with per-species rate µ;

• an event that can trigger multiple simultaneous speciation events, with rate
ν . Then, if the event occurs, each of the species present has a probability q
to speciate.
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3.2.1. Model

λ μ

ν

q3(1-q)0q2(1-q)1q1(1-q)2q0(1-q)3

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the events that could occur when a phylogeny is simulated. The
phylogeny in the center describes the state before an event is sampled. Possible events
are: (green) a speciation event, regulated by parameter λ , adding a new species to the
phylogeny; (red) an extinction event, regulated by parameter µ , removing a species from
the phylogeny; (blue) a multiple speciation event, triggered by parameter ν , which may
lead to a number of simultaneous speciations up to the current number of species in the
tree, each with probability q.
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3. LIKELIHOOD FORMULA FOR THE MULTIPLE-BIRTHS AND DEATH MODEL

The first two events are present in all other birth-death models, and the pa-
rameters λ and µ have the same meaning and effect as in the standard birth-death
model (Nee, May, and Harvey, 1994). The novel addition in our model is the pos-
sibility of multiple simultaneous speciation events, when triggered by an external
(environmental) force. For this reason we call our model multiple-births and death
model (MBD).

3.2.2 Mathematical description: the P-framework

One can describe the dynamics of the process through a set of ordinary dif-
ferential equations (ODE) for the vector of probabilities Pn(t), of having n extant
species at time t

dPn

dt
= λ (n−1)Pn−1(t)+ µ(n+ 1)Pn+1(t)

+ν

b n
2c

∑
i=1

Sq(n− i,n)Pn−i(t)

−
(

λn+ µn+ν

n

∑
i=1

Sq(n,n+ i)
)

Pn(t) (3.2.1)

Such an ODE set is similar to the one for the standard birth-death process, but
includes an additional Sq(n,n+ i) term accounting for the possibility of a multiple
event leading to the creation of i additional species. Because we assume that, at
any given moment, species are indistinguishable, we can assign to each of them a
probability q of speciating in case of a multiple birth event. The probability of a
transition from n to n+ i is then

Sq(n,n+ i) =
(

n
i

)
qi(1−q)n−i with i ∈ [0,n] (3.2.2)

where i cannot be greater than the current number of species, as we do not al-
low for polytomies in the phylogeny. We assume that geographical fragmentation
events occurring at rate ν separate the dynamic landscape in two major sub-areas.
Under these conditions each species can only give rise to up to one new daughter
species, and hence polytomies do not occur. We decided to do so for two main
reasons: (1) such events are more likely to occur than higher order fragmentation
events and (2) to keep our model relatively simple. The set of equations 3.2.1
cannot be solved analytically because Sq(n,n+ i) depends (in a non-linear way)
on the total number of extant species n. However, we can still resort to numeri-
cal analysis and simulations to explore the distribution of the number of species
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3.2.3. Simulations

and of the phylogenetic trees. For computing the likelihood of the model given a
phylogeny of extant species we propose a different approach, detailed below.

3.2.3 Simulations

The events we defined in the previous section all have exponential waiting
times. This allows us to exploit the Doob-Gillespie algorithm in continuous time
for fast simulations (Gillespie, 1976; Gillespie, 1977). This algorithm consists of
two steps that are iterated: sampling the waiting time to the next event ∆t and
sampling an event e from a pool of possible events.

To sample each waiting time we use an exponential distribution with parame-
ter equal to the total rate rtot = n(λ +µ)+ν(1− (1−q)n) where n is the number
of species currently present in the species pool

P(∆t = X) = rtote−rtot X (3.2.3)

We then sample the specific event e from the distribution of relative rates

P(e = eλ ) =
nλ

rtot

P(e = eµ) =
nµ

rtot

P(e = e(ν ,i)) =
ν

rtot
·
(

n
i

)
qi(1−q)n−i (3.2.4)

where e(ν ,i) is a multiple birth event leading to the creation of i additional species.
Note that the sum over all the possible transitions given by a e(ν ,i) guarantees that
the total probability is equal to 1:

P(e = eλ )+P(e = eµ)+
n

∑
i=1

P(e = e(ν ,i)) =

nλ

rtot
+

nµ

rtot
+

ν(1− (1−q)n)

rtot
= 1 (3.2.5)

When one (or more) species is (are) selected to undergo an event, the species
is (are) chosen at random, with equal probability from the current species pool,
and then the species pool is updated. In the case of multiple speciation events,
transitions with i > n are forbidden. The algorithm starts from the crown age tc
(which is negative) and stops when the running time reaches or exceeds the present
time tp = 0. At this present time all extinct lineages are pruned from the phylogeny
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3. LIKELIHOOD FORMULA FOR THE MULTIPLE-BIRTHS AND DEATH MODEL

to mimic the empirical molecular phylogenies inferred from genetic data of extant
species. Phylogenies obtained in this way are called "reconstructed phylogenies".
The likelihood computation we present below applies to such phylogenies.

3.2.4 Likelihood derivation: the Q-framework

Equation 3.2.1 cannot be used to calculate a likelihood for the process. How-
ever, we can calculate the likelihood by adapting a framework originally devel-
oped to deal with diversity-dependent diversification, the so-called Q-framework
(Etienne et al., 2012). The quantity Qk

m(t) expresses the probability, at time t,
to have k species visible in the phylogeny, plus additional m species that are not
visible because they were unsampled or went extinct before the present.

Because we assume all species to be indistinguishable all the phylogenetic
information content can be summarized by its lineage-through-time (LTT) plot.
An LTT plot is fully described by its coordinates on the x- and y-axis which
correspond, respectively, to a vector of expanded branching times t and a vec-
tor of species reported in the reconstructed phylogeny k. The expanded vector
of branching times is t = (tc = t1, t2, . . . , tp = tn), and includes actual branching
times (for ti with i = 2, . . . ,n− 1) as well as the crown age and the present time.
The generic component ki of the vector k is defined as the number of lineages
(i.e. species that leave descendants at the present time) right after the time ti. In
a reconstructed phylogeny generated by a simple BD process only one species is
added at every speciation event. Mathematically this corresponds to ki+1 = ki +1
for every i. This is no longer true in the MBD model where, instead, every specia-
tion event adds at least (but possibly more than) one species, thus all k components
must respect the rule ki > k j for every i > j.

The likelihood for a phylogeny having kp tips and m missing (or unsampled)
species at the present is proportional to the m-th component of the Q-vector at the
present (Etienne et al., 2012)

L
kp

m =
Qkp

m (tp)

(kp+m
kp

)Pc
(3.2.6)

where Pc is a conditional probability that can be used to condition the likelihood
on the survival of the crown lineages to the present, which is commonly done
(Nee, May, and Harvey, 1994).

To calculate the Q-vector at the present we assume an initial condition at the
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3.2.4. Likelihood derivation: the Q-framework

crown time

Qkc
m (tc) = δm,0 (3.2.7)

and we transform the vector along the tree in the following way

Qkn(tn) = Akn(tn−1, tn)Bkn,kn−1 Akn−1(tn−2, tn−1) . . .

Ak3(t3, t4)Bk3,k2 Ak2(t2, t3)Bk2,k1 Ak1(t1, t2)Qk1(t1), (3.2.8)

where Aki(ti, ti+1) is a matrix that summarizes the dynamics of the vector in the
generic time interval [ti, ti+1] with ki lineages, and Bki+1,ki is the transformation
operating on the vector at the branching points, where the number of lineages
increases. In the diversity-dependent model, multiple speciation events are for-
bidden, so we always have ki+1 = ki + 1, as in the BD model.

To obtain expressions for the two matrices Aki(ti, ti+1) and Bki+1,ki we will
consider the state transitions. The MBD model makes two simple assumptions:
(1) if a multiple speciation event occurs, every single species has probability q to
speciate, which is summarized by Eq. 3.2.2; (2) as in the original Q-framework,
k- and m-species (respectively visible and invisible in the phylogeny) have to be
treated differently. We therefore consider transitions from the m-pool and the k-
pool.

Transition from the m-pool

The m-pool can evidently only produce new species in the m-pool. The prob-
ability M of multiple speciation events from the m-pool leading to the change of
state (m,k)→ (m+ i,k) is

Mk,k
m+i,m =

(
m
i

)
qi(1−q)m−i (3.2.9)

Transition from the k-pool

If the multiple speciation event occurs starting from the k-pool matters are
more complex, as this can change the number of species in both pools. The prob-
ability Kk+b,k

m+ j,m of multiple speciation events from the k-pool leading to the change
of state (m,k)→ (m+ j,k+ b) is

Kk+b,k
m+ j,m = 2 j

(
k
b

)(
k−b

j

)
qb+ j(1−q)k−b− j (3.2.10)
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3. LIKELIHOOD FORMULA FOR THE MULTIPLE-BIRTHS AND DEATH MODEL

Here the factor 2 j arises from the fact that each of the j speciation events from the
k-pool to the m-pool can occur in two different ways: daughter species 1 continues
to survive to the present and daughter species 2 goes extinct, or the other way
around. Having j new species the number of possibilities becomes 2 j. This factor
arises for the same reason as the factor 2k in the λ term of the original Q-equation
in Etienne et al. (2012) (see also the Q-equation below). Analytical evidence
for the necessity of this factor has been provided by Laudanno, Haegeman, and
Etienne (2020).

Transitions from both pools combined

If we want to consider the full process we have to combine the two probabili-
ties Kk+b,k

m+ j,m and Mk,k
m+i,m.

The probability Nk+b,k
m+i+ j,m of multiple speciation events from both pools lead-

ing to the change of state (m,k)→ (m+ i+ j,k+b) is the convolution of the two
terms:

Nk+b,k
m+a,m = [Kk+b,k

m+ j,m ∗Mk,k
m+i,m]

k+b,k
m+a,m

=

(
k
b

)
qb(1−q)k+m−b

min(a,k−b)

∑
j=0

2 j
(

k−b
j

)(
m

a− j

)
qa(1−q)−a

(3.2.11)

where a = i+ j.
Now we are ready to define our matrices Aki(ti, ti+1) and Bki+1,ki .

The A matrix

The A matrix results from the integration of a set of differential equations
between two consecutive branching times. The set in the time interval [ti−1, ti], in
which k species are present in the phylogeny, is

d
dt

Qk
m(t) = ∑

n
T k,k

m,n ·Qk
n(t) (3.2.12)

where m and n label the number of unobserved species in the phylogeny before
and after the transition, A is thus defined as:

A(ti− ti−1) = eTk,k(ti−ti−1) (3.2.13)
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3.2.4. Likelihood derivation: the Q-framework

and the formal solution in t = ti from initial conditions at ti−1 is

Qk
m(ti) = ∑

n
Am,n(ti− ti−1)Qk

n(ti−1) (3.2.14)

Transition matrix and Q-equation

The matrix Tk,k summarizes the ODE system used to evolve in time the vec-
tor Qk in a given time interval with a fixed number of k-species. The explicit
expression for the ODE system of Eq. 3.2.12 is the following

dQk
m(t)
dt

= λ (m+ 2k−1)Qk
m−1(t)+ µ(m+ 1)Qk

m+1(t)

− (λ + µ)(m+ k)Qk
m(t)

+ν

m

∑
a=1

Nk,k
m−a,mQk

m−a(t)−ν(1−Nk,k
m,m)Q

k
m(t)

= λ (m+ 2k−1)Qk
m−1(t)+ µ(m+ 1)Qk

m+1(t)

+ν(1−q)k+m
m

∑
a=1

min(a,k)

∑
j=0

2 j
(

k
j

)(
m−a
a− j

)
qa(1−q)−2aQk

m−a(t)

− (λ + µ)(m+ k)Qk
m(t)−ν(1− (1−q)m+k)Qk

m(t) (3.2.15)

Here the λ and µ terms are identical to the original framework of Etienne et al.
(2012). The ν terms instead reflect the process mentioned in Eq. 3.2.11. Note that
the ODE system is defined in the time interval between branching times, therefore
the number of (visible) births b expressed in Eq. 3.2.11 is equal to 0.

The B matrix

The matrix B operating at the branching times is also built according to the
basic process expressed in Eq. 3.2.11. The generic entry of coordinates (m,n) in
matrix Bk+b,k, describing the transition (n,k)→ (m,k+ b), is given by

Bk+b,k
m,n = λ k δm,nδb,1 +νNk+b,k

m,n

= λ k δm,nδb,1

+ν

(
k
b

)
qb+m−n(1−q)k−b+2n−m

min(m−n,k−b)

∑
j=0

2 j
(

k−b
j

)(
n

m−n− j

)
(3.2.16)

with n≤ m.
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3.2.5 Conditional probabilities

P-approach

We define an ODE system in the P-framework for the variable Pn1,n2(t). Here
n1 (n2) stands for the number of species descending from the left (right) crown
species. The system is formally similar to the one defined in Eq. 3.2.1, but in this
case we need to keep track of both left and right descendants as we condition on
the survival of the crown lineages, i.e. we require n1 > 0 and n2 > 0 at the present.

dPn1,n2(t)
dt

= λ (n1−1)Pn1−1,n2 +λ (n2−1)Pn1,n2−1

+ µ(n1 + 1)Pn1+1,n2 + µ(n2 + 1)Pn1,n2+1

− (λ + µ)(n1 + n2)Pn1,n2

+ν

b n1
2 c

∑
a1=0

(
n1−a1

a1

)
qa1(1−q)n1−2a1

×
b n2

2 c
∑

a2=0

(
n2−a2

a2

)
qa2(1−q)n2−2a2Pn1−a1,n2−a2

−νPn1,n2 (3.2.17)

The ODE set can be integrated numerically if initial conditions are provided

Pn1,n2(tc) = δn1,1δn2,1 (3.2.18)

The conditional probability is then unity minus all the probability of all states that
are not compatible with the survival of the crown lineages.

Pc = 1+P0,0(tp)−
∞

∑
n1=0

Pn1,0(tp)−
∞

∑
n2=0

P0,n2(tp) (3.2.19)

P-approach with absorbing states

During the process of likelihood maximization, the likelihood may be evalu-
ated up to twenty thousand times per tree. Therefore it is crucial to utilize routines
that are as fast as possible. Every time a likelihood is evaluated it is also neces-
sary to calculate the corresponding conditional probability. In this case, however,
the ODE set is bi-dimensional (compared to a one-dimensional set for the un-
conditioned likelihood), potentially leading to large computational times. This is
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3.2.5. Conditional probabilities

particularly concerning when dealing with larger trees, where more states must be
considered. In practice there will always be boundary states N1 , N2 such that all
states considered must fall within finite intervals, i.e. n1 ∈ [0,N1] and n2 ∈ [0,N2].
For the sake of simplicity and because of the intrinsic symmetry of the system,
we will consider N1 = N2 = N. As N increases, both computational times and
accuracy increase. Even though infinite precision is unattainable, it is possible
to rewrite the ODE set from Eq. 3.2.17 in such a way that the boundary states
(N1,n2) and (n1,N2) become absorbing states. A state is considered absorbing
when there is no probability flowing out of it (all entries of the matrix still sum up
to 1).

The ODE set for the P-approach featuring absorbing states is identical when
n1 < N1 or n2 < N2. On boundary states the system becomes instead

dPN1,n2

dt
= λ (N1−1)PN1−1,n2 +λ (n2−1)PN1,n2−1

+ µ(n2 + 1)PN1,n2+1

+ν ∑
i1=0

∑
i2=0

N1−2i1

∑
j1=0(

N1− i1
i1 + j1

)
qi1+ j1 (1−q)N1−2i1− j1

×
(

n2− i2
i2

)
qi2 (1−q)n2−2i2 PN1−i1,n2−i2

− ((λ + µ)n2 +ν)PN1,n2 (3.2.20)

dPn1,N2

dt
=λ (n1−1)Pn1−1,N2 +λ (N2−1)Pn1,N2−1

+ µ(n1 + 1)Pn1+1,N2

+ν ∑
i1=0

∑
i2=0

N2−2i2

∑
j2=0(

n1− i1
i1

)
qi1 (1−q)n1−2i1

×
(

N2− i2
i2 + j2

)
qi2+ j2 (1−q)N2−2i2− j2 Pn1−i1,N2−i2

− ((λ + µ)n1 +ν)Pn1,N2 (3.2.21)
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dPN1,N2

dt
= λ (N1−1)PN1−1,n2 +λ (N2−1)Pn1,N2−1

+ν ∑
i1=0

∑
i2=0

N1−2i1

∑
j1=0

N2−2i2

∑
j2=0(

N1− i1
i1 + j1

)
qi1+ j1 (1−q)N1−2i1− j1

×
(

N2− i2
i2 + j2

)
qi2+ j2 (1−q)N2−2i2− j2 PN1−i1,N2−i2

−νPN1,N2 , (3.2.22)

where indices j1 and j2 account for all the possible transitions to states n1 > N1
and n2 > N2, respectively.

Analytical approximation

Although introducing absorbing states yield a noticeable gain in accuracy
while keeping N at reasonable values, computational time is still relatively large.
Therefore we exploited a simple analytical approximation adapting the condi-
tional probability formula from Nee, May, and Harvey (1994).

PNee
c (λ , µ ,ν ,q, tc) =


(λmbd−µ)2

(λmbd−µe(µ−λmbd )tc )2 , if λmbd > µ

1
(1+λmbdtc)2 , if λmbd = µ

(3.2.23)

where λmbd summarizes both speciation processes in the MBD model, and it is
defined as λmbd = λ +νq. Because we are using an analytical formula, the speed
of calculations is dramatically increased.

3.2.6 Results

Conditional probabilities

We first examine the computation of the conditional probabilities. We find
that the configuration with absorbing states reaches convergence much faster than
the configuration without them (see Fig. 3.2). Evidently, this is because prob-
ability cannot leak out of the system. Importantly, the analytical approximation
yields values that are extremely close to the case with absorbing states but within
a much shorter computational time. We therefore used this approximation in our
parameter inference test.
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Figure 3.2: Conditional probabilities resulting from capping the infinite ODE set at N
species. Results become more accurate as N increases. The green line is the solution
of the system without absorbing states, as defined by Eq. 3.2.17. The blue line is ob-
tained by integrating the same system, but defining absorbing states for n1 = n2 = N (see
Eqs. 3.2.20, 3.2.21, 3.2.22). Finally, the red line shows the solution from the analytical
approximation defined in Eq. 3.2.23. Note that the analytical approximation was com-
puted without integrating any ODE set, therefore red lines do not vary as N increase.
Calculations were repeated for 15 different parameter settings, with varying ν and q.
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Bias and precision of maximum likelihood inference

Using simulations we tested the performance of the maximum likelihood in-
ference. We chose various parameter settings to generate, for each of them, 1000
phylogenies under the MBD process (see Table 3.1). Then we studied whether
parameters estimated via likelihood maximization are similar to the generating
values, i.e. whether we are able to recover the generating parameters. We find that
we recover the generating parameters to a satisfactory extent: for each parameter
setting and each estimated parameter, the median of the discrepancy distributions
tends to fall very close to zero, implying that the estimation bias is negligible
(Fig. 3.3). The quality of the inference seems to improve as more signal is present
in the simulated data (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5).

Parameter Values
λ 0.3
µ 0, 0.1
ν 1, 1.5
q 0.1, 0.15, 0.2
tc −8

Table 3.1: Parameter settings used in the simulations. For each parameter setting we
simulated 1000 trees. We also simulated two reference datasets with ν = q = 0.
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Figure 3.3: Results of the maximum likelihood inference on datasets of simulated trees
generated by various parameter settings. Each dataset consists of 1000 simulated trees
generated by the same parameter setting. The x-axis shows the generating parameters
for each dataset, expressed in the form (λ −µ−ν−q). The y-axis shows the difference
between the estimated parameter and the true parameter value used to simulate data.
Each panel refers to the maximum likelihood inference for a different parameter.

3.2.7 Detecting the MBD signal in phylogenies

So far we validated our likelihood formula testing it on datasets of simulated
trees. This is an important test to perform before applying it to empirical phy-
logenies. However, implementation for empirical phylogenies is not so straight-
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Figure 3.4: Parameter estimation error as a function of the size (number of tips) of the
phylogeny. The y-axis shows the difference between the inferred and true parameter value,
∆θ = θML−θSim.. The solid line represents the mean error., and the coloured area is the
interval defined by the mean plus/minus one standard deviation.

forward. In fact, when maximizing the MBD likelihood on a phylogeny with-
out aligned events, the inferred values of ν and q will be equal to zero (see Fig.
3.3). As a matter of fact the MBD likelihood will reduce to a standard BD likeli-
hood. Currently available phylogenetic tools do not allow, at the moment, to con-
struct phylogenies with aligned events. This means that one should first develop a
method to construct MBD phylogenies from genetic data before even applying the
likelihood. However, it could be that the implementation of an MBD likelihood is
not needed if current likelihood models can perform equally well, even more so if
they are simpler. For this reason we are further interested in studying whether a
standard BD model can mimic the MBD process. Or stated otherwise: can sim-
ulations of the MBD model be distinguished from BD simulations? To answer
this question we need to introduce a metric able to capture the main feature of an
MBD phylogeny, namely the signature of multiple speciations induced by large
scale environmental changes. It is reasonable to assume that if such events played
a role in the speciation process then the phylogenetic branching times will tend to
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Figure 3.5: Parameter estimation error as a function of the percentage of multiple-birth
events recorded in the phylogeny. The y-axis shows the estimation error between the
estimated and true parameter values, ∆θ = θML−θSim. The percentage of multiple births
is defined as the number of species created by a multiple events divided by the total number
of species created in the reconstructed phylogeny. The sold line represents the mean error.
The coloured area is the interval defined by the mean plus/minus one standard deviation.

be unevenly distributed. To detect such signal we introduce the Distance from the
Nearest Branching Time (DNBT) metric. To compute it we consider, for each of
the branching times in a phylogeny, the distance in time to the nearest of all the
other branching times, normalized by the crown age of the phylogeny.

DNBTi =
min|(ti− t j)|

tp− tc
∀ j 6= i. (3.2.24)

Phylogenies with evenly distributed branching times will tend to score high
DNBT values. Low values will be scored instead if speciation events happen to
occur in series of concentrated bursts. This metric can thus help to assess the
degree of branching times clustering in a phylogeny.
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DNBT test on simulated phylogenies

To compare MBD trees to BD trees we applied the DNBT metric in the fol-
lowing way:

1. We simulated a phylogeny under the MBD diversification process;

2. We computed the median DNBT (mDNBT) for the MBD phylogeny;

3. Using Nee et al.’s likelihood for the BD model we inferred the BD maxi-
mum likelihood parameters (λBD, µBD);

4. We used the estimated BD parameters to simulate a distribution of 1000 BD
phylogenies;

5. For each of the BD phylogenies generated in step 4 we computed the mDNBT
value, thus obtaining a reference mDNBT distribution;

6. To assess how likely the phylogeny is under the BD model, we scored
the quantile of the mDNBT distribution (of the BD simulated phylogenies)
where the mDNBT of the original MBD phylogeny fell;

We repeated the procedure for 1000 original MBD trees, obtaining a distribution
of quantiles. We found that the BD process is extremely unlikely to reproduce
the high degree of branching times clustering present in MBD phylogenies (Fig.
3.6, right panel), because the quantile of the mDNBT metric for the MBD trees
was always very low compared to the values of this metric for the BD trees. As
a reference we repeated the same procedure simulating the original trees using a
diversity-dependent (DD) process (Fig. 3.6, left panel). Unlike the MBD case,
the quantile distribution is much more uniform suggesting that the DNBT of the
DD model is well captured by the underlying BD distributions. This means that it
is more difficult to distinguish the DD from the BD model using this metric. We
do note that the median DNBT tends to be higher than that of BD models, which
is what one would expect as diversity-dependence causes the rate of speciation
(and hence branching) to decline as the equilibrium diversity is approached. For
diversity-dependent trees, the nLTT statistic (Janzen, Höhna, and Etienne, 2015)
is a better metric, as shown by Fig. 3.12 in Appendix 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of the quantile of the DNBT metric of phylogenies generated
by the diversity-dependent process (left panel) or the MBD process (right panel) among
phylogenies generated with a BD model. Lower quantiles indicate that the model under
study (DD or MBD) tends to produce more clustered branching times compared to the
reference model (BD). We aggregated the data for 1000 DD and 1000 MBD simulated
phylogenies. Each phylogeny was compared to a reference distribution of 1000 BD trees.

DNBT test on empirical data

Now that we have established that the DNBT metric can detect clustering as
caused by the MBD model, we apply it to the phylogeny of cichlid fishes in lake
Tanganyika (Ronco et al., 2019)(Salzburger et al. 2020. Unpublished). We apply
the DNBT test to two phylogenies. The first is the entire cichlid radiation (all
endemic species) and the second is a subclade of this phylogeny, the Lamprologini
tribe (LTT plots in Figs. 3.9 and 3.7, respectively).

For the Lamprologini clade we cannot detect a clear signal of multiple events
(3.8). However, in the DNBT test on the entire phylogeny of cichlid endemics
the mDNBT value falls at the 3rd percentile of the associated BD distribution, as
shown in Fig. 3.9. These results suggest that endemics species accumulated in the
clade in rapid and intense bursts of speciation events.
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Figure 3.7: Lineages-through-time plot for the Lamprologini clade of Lake Tanganyika.

Figure 3.8: Median DNBT test for the Lamprologini clade. The mDNBT value for the
empirical data falls at the 35th percentile of the associated BD distribution generated with
the maximum likelihood estimates of the BD parameters fitted to the empirical phylogeny.
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Figure 3.9: Lineages-through-time plot for the entire (endemic) cichlid radiation of Lake
Tanganyika.

Figure 3.10: Median DNBT test for the phylogeny of all Lake Tanganyika endemic Cichlid
species. The mDNBT value for the empirical data falls at the 3rd percentile of the asso-
ciated BD distribution generated with the maximum likelihood parameter values fitted to
the empirical phylogeny.
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3.3 Discussion

The MBD model that we have introduced in this paper is a new theoretical
diversification model that allows for the possibility of a large-scale environmen-
tal change triggering multiple simultaneous speciation events. For this model we
have provided a method to compute the likelihood including an expression of the
conditional probability for the survival of the crown species. With simulated trees
we have shown that we can fairly accurately recover the (known) generating pa-
rameters. This accuracy improves when the signal (number of lineages in the tree,
greater proportion of multiple births in the branching patterns) becomes stronger.

The clustering of branching times signifies co-occurring branching events that
may arise due to an environmental trigger. Densely populated phylogenies of
species living in dynamic landscapes are likely to be influenced by such dynam-
ics. To test for this clustering we have introduced the DNBT statistics and demon-
strated that a standard BD model shows much less clustering than typically ob-
served in an MBD process (Fig. 3.6).

The DNBT test applied to the cichlid radiation in Lake Tanganyika suggests
that simultaneous events could have played a role as potential driver for cichlids’
diversification. Such events may have resulted from recurrent changes in connec-
tivity within the lake acting as a species pump. Surprisingly, we did not find much
support for species pump dynamics for the subclade of Lamprologini, which con-
stitutes 43% of the entire clade (80 out 186 species). This could be due to a lack
of power in the smaller subclade, but this seems unlikely to be the sole reason. An
alternative explanation is that the BD model used for comparison does not fit the
data very well, and hence the comparison with the BD model (which are based on
simulations with the maximum likelihood parameter estimates) is not appropriate.
However, the LTT plots of the entire clade and the Lamprologini subclade look
fairly similar and hence the fit of the BD seems to be equally good (or poor). A
further explanation for the lack of evidence for multiple births in the Lamprologini
subclade could be that there are not present everywhere in the lake and hence the
species pump is not so effective. Indeed, it is known that most species prefer habi-
tats in the littoral zone. (Sturmbauer et al., 2010; Nagoshi, 1983), but this does
not fully explain why the species pump would not be effective because the littoral
zone is particularly affected by water level fluctuations.

Our new metric identified differences between MBD and BD models that other
metrics, such as the BD likelihood itself and the nLTT statistic, cannot (see Figs.
3.11 and 3.12 in Appendix 3.6). This is interesting in the light of a recent paper
by Louca and Pennell (2020) that argued that the phylogeny of extant species is
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consistent with an infinite set of diversification histories, including constant rate
and time-dependent models. They argue that the likelihood - which is used in pa-
rameter estimation and model selection - depends entirely on the LTT plot. They
proved their argument for the class of the time-dependent BD models. Our results
with the DNBT statistic suggest that there is more information in the phylogeny
than captured by the BD likelihood or the (n)LTT.

This information can still be accessed by models not belonging to the class of
the time-dependent BD models. An example of that is shown in Fig. 3.3 where the
MBD likelihood, belonging to the class of diversity-dependent models, managed
to detect the clustering signal and infer the parameters that regulate it.

The mechanism we proposed might help in better understanding the extraor-
dinary fast pace of cichild diversification. In particular, our results justify the
incorporation of the computationally demanding MBD likelihood as tree prior in
phylogenetic reconstruction software such as BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al., 2019)
to account for the species pump dynamics. This is not trivial, however, because
these tools typically use MCMC to sample trees where the probability of sam-
pling trees with aligned speciation events is negligibly small, Hence, the sampling
distribution of these tools would need to be modified.

3.4 mbd code

The likelihood computation and the simulation algorithm are provided in the
R package mbd package (Laudanno, 2020a), available on Github at the repository
www.github.com/Giappo/mbd. One can install the package with the command

devtools :: install_github("Giappo/mbd")

All functions are documented. For any bug report please send an email to glau-
danno[at]gmail.com, or report it on GitHub.
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Supplementary information

3.6 Appendix A: Additional statistics

Here we present the additional results of the comparison between MBD and
DD according to other statistics. Results obtained by using the nLTT statistics are
shown in Fig. 3.12 whereas results obtained by using maximum likelihood are
show in Fig. 3.11.

In each of the four panels we aggregated the data for 1000 DD (left panels) or
MBD (right panels) simulated trees. Each of these trees has been independently
compared to a randomly simulated reference distribution of 1000 BD trees. We
simulated each BD reference distribution using the parameters inferred by maxi-
mizing the BD likelihood on the original tree. The values on the x-axes of each
panel are the quantiles where the original phylogenies fall according to the chosen
metric with respect to their reference BD distributions.

In both cases (nLTT in Fig. 3.11 (left panel) and max log-likelihood in 3.12
(left panel)) the metrics highlighted the stark differences between the trees pro-
duced by the DD model with respect to the ones produced by the BD model.
Both metrics are instead much less capable of detecting differences between phy-
logenies produced by the MBD model compared to the ones produced by the BD
model.

Figure 3.11: Quantile distributions for the max BD log-likelihood of trees generated by
the DD (left panel) or the MBD process (right panel) compared to trees generated by a
BD model. A higher quantile indicates that the BD model is more likely to produce trees
similar to the original one.
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Figure 3.12: Quantile distributions for the nLTT metric applied to trees generated by the
DD (left panel) or the MBD process (right panel) when compared to trees generated by a
BD model. A higher quantile indicates that the trees produced by the BD model have a
nLTT profile that is more similar to the original tree.
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3.7 Appendix B: Q-approach conditioning

In the main text we calculated the conditional probability for the survival of
the crown species using the P-framework. We did so introducing two sets of ODE:
one accounting for all the possible infinite states and one with probability sinks
for some boundary states n1 = n2 = N. However, one can also build a ODE set for
the conditional probability in the Q-framework. We start from a two-dimensional
Q-equation, having k1 and k2 visible left and right species, respectively

dQk1,k2
m1,m2

(t)
dt

= λ (2k1 +m1−1)Qk1,k2
m1−1,m2

+λ (2k2 +m2−1)Qk1,k2
m1,m2−1

+ µ(m1 + 1)Qk1,k2
m1+1,m2

+ µ(m2 + 1)Qk1,k2
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(3.7.1)

When we impose k1 = k2 = 1 equations can be simplified

dQ1,1
m1,m2

(t)
dt

= λ ((m1 + 1)Q1,1
m1−1,m2

+(m2 + 1)Q1,1
m1,m2−1)

+ µ((m1 + 1)Q1,1
m1+1,m2

+(m2 + 1)Q1,1
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− (λ + µ)(m1 +m2 + 2)Q1,1
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⌊
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⌊
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(3.7.2)
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The ODE set can be integrated numerically if initial conditions are given

Q1,1
m1,m2

(tc) = δm1,0δm2,0 (3.7.3)

The conditional probability is then computed summing over all the m-states, and
dividing by the appropriate combinatorics

Pc =
∞

∑
m1=0

∞

∑
m2=0

Q1,1
m1,m2

(tp)

(m1 + 1)(m2 + 1)
(3.7.4)
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